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Analysis of Flight Hensuremcnts on the
Airborne Path during  Take-off

W.K. Buokingham,  B.&J.
and

D. Leon,  B.Sc.,  i!.F.R.he.S.

Analysis of a series of systematic take-ofY  tests with a Meteor IV
aimraft has shown  that to a good approximation the mininnun airborne path
to !3l ft may be treated as an arc of a circle. With this assumption, it
is a simple proocss  to derive the mean equivalent  lift ooefficient  used
during this part  of the take-off.

It has been found  that  the total  equivalent lift coefficient used
dwing~the  airborno  phase doorcasos  with inoroase  3.n the ratio of the
airspeed to the stalling speed in a simple manner, vtioh is independent
of the thrust/vioight  ratio vhcn  the shortest possible distanoo  is required.

Using the results of a similar analysis applied to three other
aimraft,  an empirical rule has been developer&  from whioh the mean
equivalent lift ooeffioicnt  increment, and henoe  the minimum airborne
distanoe  to 50 ft, eon be estimated simply and with reasonable acouraoy.

The airborne distanoes  thus obtained must be regnrdod  as the
minimum possible values. A factor of 1.5 may be required to allow
for normal take-off teohniques,  particularly when the thrust/weight
ratio is low.
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1 Introduction

The major  unoerttity  in the ostimstion  of tske-off  distanoe  to
50 ft arises from the assumptions that have to be made r6garding  the

pi1otinf '
technique during the airborne part of this msnoeuvre. Earlier

methods of estimating take-off distance may be modified, as in Section 2
below, to allow for variations in pilwting teohniqw. The theory serves
to emphasize the importance of the technique on the distanoe  involved,
but the ooounoy of the estimation could not be improved until more
quantitative data were awilnble  op piloting technique during actual
take-offs.

The unoertainty  of the estimstes  has increased in recent years,
sinoe these earlier methods generally assumed thnt steady climb oondi-
tions  would be achieved before the standard 50 ft height WAS reached.
With modern airwraft,  this is often not the case, and estimation methods
need modification zxx~ordingly.

'To obtain quantitative information on piloting technique, and to
test the accuracy of proposed methods of estimation, a series of recorded
take-offs has been made with o 1'Ieteor IV aircraft, having a stntio  thrust/
weight ratio of around. 0.5.

Test conditions were slightly artifiaial in that  the pilot was
risked  to achieve the shortest practicable take-off distance, consistent
with safety. The results must therefore be interpreted. as minimum
distances.

To oheck  such oonclusions as were obtained from analysis of the
Meteor results, use was made of the results of a large number of recorded
take-offs made by the A & A.E.E. on two pyopaller-driven and one jet-
propelled transport airoraft. - This large volume of information has
proved invdwble.  '

2 Information Required from Flight Tests

The take-off manoeuwe  may be considered to be divided into three
phases:-

(1) the ground run up t'o  the take-off speed;

(2) the transition phase, during which the speed and. climbing
angle are changed to the stedy climb values,

and.  (3) the steady  climb.

The airborne path from the point o.C take-off to the point where
the standard 50 ft height is resohed  may involve both phases (2) and
(31,  or it may lie entirely in phase  (2). It is in phase  (2) that
the main assumptions have to be made  regarding piloting teohnique.

In an es.rly.mathod'  of deriving the equation to the path followed
in phase  (2), the main assumption VKSS  that the lift coefficient was t~id
constant at the initial value CL, (appropriate to steady flight at the
take-off equivalent airspeed 'Vg, ft/sec)  until the aircraft reached a
speed V, ft/sec  and climbing ‘angle y radinns equal to the steady angle
of climb at Vs. The lift coefficient'was then supposed to drop in&an-
taneously  to the value  CL,.(V$V,)~ and the steady  climb followed.
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The take-off technique thus defined is one in which the aircraft
is allowed to fly itselL"  off.
allow for the hoi:?l  ability of

The theory can, however, be modified to
the pilot to increase the lift ooeffioient

at take-off', producing 3 finite norms1  scccleration from the start. The
authors are indebted  to C.H. Noylor fqy this suggestion, which leads to
8 relation betireen height  gamed, h, and forvnrd  distance travelled, s,
both in feet, of the form:-

h = Yo Sin q22.g~~

>

+A2 . 2

vg2 GLo 2&P
- cos ":y-) (1)

where ACL is the increment in lift coefficient applied at take-off in
excess of that requeed for flight at the take-off speed. The total
lift coefficient is assumed  to remain constant throughout the transition,
and the increase in drag associated with the lift inorement  is assmed to
be small. The take-off longitudinal nooelerntion (in g-units) and the
steady angle  of olimb (in radians) at the trike-off equivalent airspeed

3
are both equal to yo. Over the range of speed involved, variation
y. with airspeed is ignored. The remaining symbols hzve  their

usual meaning.i
The airspeed, V, at any point during  this manoeuvre  is related to

the take-off airspeed Vg by the equation

va2  = vg2 (1 + ?J2.yo  sq.p - ~[l&c yy) (2)0 g

and the instantaneous angle of climb, y , is given by

Y = Y, l-cos-

The. transition ends when Y = yo, i.e. when

vg
2

s = - . tan-lyo  (2 CL/ACL
J2go

(3)

(4)

If the height gained (given by equation (1)) at the end of the
transition exoced 50 ft, then, clearly, conditions are not steady at
50 ft, rind  equation (1) would be used to estimate the airborne distanoe
to 50 ft with the substitution h = 50 ft.

If, hovrever,  steady  conditions are reached. before the 50 ft point
is passed, we then define the transition distance (Fig.1)  as the differ-
enoe between the actual distance to some point on the steady olimb path
and the distanoc  in which this point v~~uld  have been reached had. the nir-
craft boon able to olimb straight off the ground at the stedy olimbing
m&c Ye. The transition distance, ST, (which  is d the sme as
that given by oquotion  (4)) may then be written
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2
vgST = f . -
~2@

(5)

where the factor f is given by

ACLf =sine --
cLo

(1 " cos e)/7/2  s

(6)

and 0 = tan-% Y, "LJ""L

The sfkdy olimb distance to 50 ft is then simply 50/Y,  feet, and
the total airborno  distance to the 50 ft point is:-

s* = ‘iT + 50/r0 (7)

Fig.2 shows the variation of the factor f with Y. for a range
of values of AC&Lo from 0.1 to 0.8. Whefi  ACL = 0, we have f = L
It is olear that the value of AcL/GLo ohosen has a marked effect on
the transition distance, as it has also, of course,-on-the  total
distanoe  to 50 ft derived from equation (1).

It is 7x&h noting that equation (1) end (2) may be combined to
give, with h = 50 ft,

1 v:s = _-
(

- vg
+ 50

YO 2gu >
= s* 03)

where  s* is now the total airborne distanoe  to 50 ft. This equation
does not involve ACL, but requires instead a knowledge of the variation
of the airspeed during this phase.

Equation (8) is, of course, one that oould  have been obtained quite
simply by consideration of the changes in energy ooourring during the
airborne path, with the aswmption  that the drag remains sensibly oonsknt.

We have, now, basioally,  tw0 methods available for the estimation
of the airborne distance to 50 ft. We my use either of equations (1)
or (7) (accord&  to whether the steady olimb state is raaohed after or
before the 50 f-t point is passed), requiring a knowledge of ACIJ'CI, ,
but mith variations in speed appearing only as a dependent variable?
Alternatively, equation (6) may be used, not directly dependent on ACL,
but requiring a knowledge of the variations in speed ocourring during
the airborne phase.

The flight tests described below might therefore have been directed
towards providzing data as a basis for estimating either the value of
BcL/cLo used in practice, or the changes in airspeed that occur, during
the airborne phase.
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The recording technique was such that changes in airspeed could
not be measured with sufficient ace-y,  and, further, it is seen from
equation (2) that these speed changes are a oomdex function of y. and
ACL, i.e. of the aimraft chsraoteristios  end piloting technique.
Attention has therefore been concentrated on deriving the mean equivalent
ACL used during the airborne phase. This information could then be
used in developing a method for predicting the value of ACL to be used
in estimating ttm airborne distsnoe  for other aircraft, using equations
(1) or (7) as appropriate.

Equations (1) or (7) result in very  ourbersome  methods for evalua-
ting the mean equivalent ACL for a particular take-off' and, in addition,
a Iinuwledge of y, ir, require& On the Meteor IV, wkkh VJZJ the prinoipal
subject of this investigation, Y, has been measured by partial. olimb  tests,
but it could not be obtained accurately for other aimrsft  on which take-
off measurements were addable.

Fortunately, it was found that, in the ease  of the Meteor, the mean
equivalent lift coefficient inorement, ACL, could be derived with suffic-
ient aoouracy by ass&g that the f?light  path up to the 9 ft point is
an are of a oirole,  provided that this mean equivalent increment is
defined so as to include the increase in lift arising from q increase
In airspeed during the airborne path.

If Vm is the R.M.S. oquivelent  airspeed during the airborne path,
whose oonstant  radius of curvature in the vertical plane is R, andC
is the lift coefficient corresponding to steady flight at V,, then, 3
the speed changes are small,

Vm2/Rgo!  = ACL'/C!~ (91 .

AGLI is the mean equivalent  lift ooefficient  inorwment and, by
simple geometry, the airborne distsnoe,  sA, to !Xl ft is:-

This expression for sA, kich is independent of both Vg and Y,
is plotted in Fig.3 as a function of ACL ' for a range of values of the
wing lo&in& Vr,.

The mean equivalent lift coefficient increment ACL' is defined by
equation (lo), and inclu&es  any increase in lift arising from the in-
crease in airspeed occurring during the airborne phase. The inopement
thus defined can therefore remain positive for the airborne path as a
dnole,  even though there may be no increase in the sotual  lift coeffio-
ient at take-off, and is generally larger than the increment, ACL, used
in ewation  (1) et seq.

Lift ooeffioient inorements  quoted in this Note were  obtained by
this method and include the effect of the increase in airspeed. The
problem is therefore to &vise-a  method--of-prsdiotin&CLf  for any give
aircraft oondition.
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3 Test Prrxzcedwe - Meteor IV

Take-offs -wre made from a concrete runway and photographed vsith
the ??.I+7  take-off camera. Having established the absolute md.mum
airspeed at which the aircraft  could be pulled off, the pilot was
asked to do a series of take-offs in which the aircraft left the ground
at airspeeds 19, 20, 30 and 40 knots above this minimum. Preliminary
tests showd that the piloting technique whxh could be repeated most
consistently vas that in vhihloh  a rearward. pressure on the stiok  was
appl-ied  at about 10 knots below the desired take-off speed, wLth the
pilot attempting to keep the increase in airspeed after take-off as
small as possible. Ths technique was expected to produce the shortest
praotioablo  airborne distance.

For each nomind take-off sped, each of three engine powers was
used, corresponding to 14,600  R.P.M. (full throttle), 13,800 R.P.M. and
13,000 R.P.hi. At maximum thrust, the pilot was able, on the average,
to keep the speed increase between take-off and 50 ft down  to 10 knots.
At 13,800 R.P.M., the increase  averaged 3 knds, while at 13,000 R.P.M.
there was on the average a 3 knots reduction in airspeed, suggesting
that in this case, the climbing nngle  was too high.

The take-off vmight was varied only by oonsumption of fuel. The
flap setting was 25 degrees throughout.

A two-axis aooelerometer mounted in the airoraft  was used to
record  the normal acceleration durz.ng  most of the take-offs.

A midmum of 3 take-offs was made at each combination of take-off
speed and engine R.P.M.

In addition to the take-off tests, partial climb tests were made,
oovaring  the whole range of airspeeds and engine powers used for the
take-offs. Vhen corracterl to tne atmospheric oonditxons  appropriate
to each take-off, the longitudinal acceleration, yo, at take-off could
be obtained  (negiooting  ground  effects).

4 Correotions

The airborne distance,  from the point at which the wheels left
the ground to the point 50 ft above the take-off point, was corrected
to zero head~tiind  by the method of Ref.2. No further corrections to
the distance wx-e  necessary, since for each take-off the mean equiv-a-
lent lift coeffioicnt  increment  ACL' could be oalculated from equation
(lo), using the appropriate values for wing  loading (allowing for fiel
oonsumption), air density (from lrleteordogical  Offioe  records) and the
airborne distance to 50 ft in zero headmind.

5 Results and Discussion

Table I presents the results of the measurements of airborne
distance to 50 ft and the corresponding airspeeds and climb angles,
together with tie longitudinal acceleration nt take-off, deyived
from the results of the partial climb  tests.

In Fig.4, Vg2/&gc  has becn plotted. against (sA - 50/y,). The
straight lines  through the origin oorrespond to various values of the
oorrection  factor, "f", dofincd  in equation (6), and if the transition
had ended before the 50 ft point had been reached, this diagram  could
be used to determine the-value of ACL/GLo used during the transition,
since 'chp aooeleration  y. is knvv,n. Though this process cites, in
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fact, give values of &,/CL, (using Fig.2) which are comparable with
those determined from equation (10) in some-oases, it is-theoretioally
unsound since the reoords  show that, generally, oonditions  are not
stea% at the 50 ft point, although, at the lowest engine thrusTthe
steady climb angle was reached and exceeded before the 50 ft point was
passed.

Fig.4 shows that the factor "f" decreases as the take-off speed
is inoreased (at oonstant weight) and as the longitudinal aooeleration
y, deoreases. This is in line with the reduction in transition
distanoe  indicated in Fig.2. At the higher take-off speeds, larger
valuss of AC&Q,, oan be applied without danger of stalling.

It will be noted that some of the take-offs, partioularly  those
at the lowest engine R.P.M., have producedvery  low values of the
factor "f",  in some oases less than 0.1. In these oases, the olimbing
angle  at 50 St 'was  greater than that appropriats  to a steady olimb at
the same speed, produoing an exoeptionally  short airborne distanoe.

With the assmption  that the airborne path is a oontinuous
manoem,  with.8 constant radius of ounrature,  the ~an equivalent
lift ooeffioient inorements  have been evaluatea,  from equation (lo),
ana the values are given in Table II, together with the lift ooeffio-
ientQo oorresponding  to steady flight at the take-off speed Vg. The
oaloulated  value  of ACT&L, is oompsrsd  with that derived from the
aaoelerometer  records.

In Fig.5, the oaioulated  values of A($,'  are shown graphioally as
a hotion of (V&S)*,  where V, is the root mean square equivalent
airspeed during the airborne path to 50 ft ana VS is tha engine-on
stalling speed. On each  of the three graphs (one-for  eaoh take-off
R.P.M.) the loler  set of points gives the oaloulated inorement, while
the upper set of points shows the variation of total lift ooeffioient
(CL, + ACL') with (V&S)*,  where Gh is the lift oceffioient  oorres-
pending  to steady flight at the R.K.S.  airspeed Vm. The intermediate
out-v3 indiostes  the lift ooeffioi.entC~  as a function of (V,&S)*.

It will be seen thst the total lift ooeffioient (Ch + AC+,')  is
approximately a linear funotion of (V,,,/VS)* and that the inorement
aC,'  vanishes at a value  of C&,, oqusl  to the maximum available lift
ooefficient,  poei-  on. This maximum, which includes the effect of
engine thrust, varies slightly with take-off R.P.L

At the upper end of the speed soale, the curves  of (CL,,,  + EL')
and CL will, if extrapolated, interseot  again at some lower lift
0oeffioientC~'. It is, of oourse,  not implied thst take-off would
be impossible at lift coefficients less than this value, and the sig-
nificanoe of this seoond  point of intersection lies mainly in the use
of CL' in fixing $he position of the (Cb + AC+,')  line for the purposs
of gredioting  the ACL' likely to be used at a~ particular value  of
b-&w*.

6 Use of Additional Data .
!?ha  Meteor take-off measurements have shown that 8 mean equivalent

Litt  ooeffioient inor3mentAC~'  may be derived from equation (10) with
satisfaotory  aoouraoy  and that AGL' oould  be estimated for any take-off
speed if we could prediot  -&3re  the (Ch + CCL')  line vlould  re-interseot
the C&, owe, as in Fig.5.
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Tho above analysis has therefore been applied to the results of
take-off measurements irade by the A & A.E.E. on the hiem-Viking,  Dakota
and Hermes.' The increments  of lift coefficient ACL', and the total
lift aoeffioients (CL,?  + ML') are plotted. in Figs.6, 7 and 8 as
fur&ions of (VJVS)~; for these 3 additional aimraft.

The scattor  of the points jn Figs. 6, 7 and 8 is larger  thw that
in Fig.5, as we should expect. The Meteor pilot was attempting, in
every ease, to proauce  the shortest practioabln  airbomo distance,
whereas the A & A.E.E. results, obtained on civil ai?xxaft,  were more
strongly influenoed  by safety oonsidorations.

In each case, the (CL,,, +ACL') line has been drawn to intersect
ths Ch curve  at a lift ooefficient equal to the maximum lift ooeffic-
ient in the take-off condition, povw2 on. The line passes mainly
through the points oorresponding  to the larger values of ACL,  since
these were presaably  obtained uxier  conditions more closely resembling
those for the Het~or take-offs. For normal take-off conditions, it is
suggested that the increment ACL' might be taken as half the maxirmnn
prnctlcal  value, thereby  increasing the airborne distance by a factor
nf about 1.5.

T'ne  (c&, + ACL')  and the CLm lines have been extrapolated as
neoessary to re-intersect at t!ls lower value of lift coefficient, CL',
referred to Fn Section 5. In Fig.9,  this lift coefficientc~'  is
plotted against CL max. in the take-off con.fi@ratlon. The 3 points
for the hleteor,  plus these 3 oxtr~  points, are seen to define reason-
ably well a straight line.

No atte@ is made here to justie theoretically this linear
relation between CL' and CL max.,
P4d%)2~

nor that between (Ch +ACL') and
~owver,  a reduction  in kotnl l-Lft ooofficient (Ch +ACL')

with increasing airspeed is to be expected. A finite time is required
to apply the inorement  AC&' dfter  take-off  (especially if this is done
by an ixroase  in inoidonoo) and at the higher take-off speeds, the
time during which the lift  coefficient is increasing  is a pmportionately
larger fraction of the total time to reach the 50 ft point. The mean
effeotive lift oocfficicnt increment therefore may be expoctod  to
deorease  although the final value  may be the sane. The basic lift
coefficient Ch decreases with increase in speed and so the total
ooeffioient (CL, + A@,')  does likewise.

7 Methods of Prediction

The proposed method is based mainly on the empirioal relationships
esteblished  in the previous sectlonsfor the estimation of the lift
ooefficient increments used during the airborne phase. The increments
thus derived mst be regarded as the maximum practloable  values,  and
their use may, in some oases, lead to excessively steep angles of climb
at the 50 ft Faint, or an undesirable loss in airspeed. The first
prediction method described below takes no account of the condition
af the aircraft at the 50 ft point and gives the minimum practioable
airborne distance.

The result illustrated in Fig.9 may be expressed in the form

CL’  =  0.53 CL  ma  -  0.38

9.



from which it may be shown that

the approximate expression for the airborne distance
, in standard atrnospherio conditions, we have

.

It should be noted that tc use the lift ooeff'ioient  increment ACI'
estimated from  equation (12) in the more exaot  expression for the sir-
borne path given in equation (1) would be to include the effect of the
inarease  in lift due to increase in airspeed twice. In the case of
Qxe Meteor this process ave distances up to lC$ less than those
derived f&m equation (137. In Fig.10 the distance estimated for
each individual take-off by equation (15) is compared with that
actually measured. It will be seen that 75$ of the results are
within 10% of the measured values. In vie17  of the marked dependenoa
of the distanoe  upon piloting technique, this agreement is considered
tc be satisfactory.

'It is oonsidered  that a more normal piloting technique will
result from the use of a lift coefficient increment of about half
that predicted by equation (12). The use of this reduced increment
would inorease  the distance to 50 ft (using equation (13)) by a
factor  of 1.5.

In some oases, particularly for civil airaraft,  olose  attention
must be paid to the airspeed and angle of climb at the 50 ft point.
The above  prediction method is based on a technique which may only
be regarded as safe when the thrust/weight ratio is &equate.

Equation (4) gives the distanoe  from the take-off point to the
point at which the instantaneous angle of climb is equal to the steady
angle of climb at the take-off speed. This value of the distance may
be substituted in equation (1) and the solution of the resulting
equation for the case when h = 50 ft will give the value of the longi-
tudinal acceleration y. for which the olimbing  angle at 50 ft is equal
to the steady  climb angle. This solution is shown graphically in
Fig.11. If the longitudinal acceleration at take-off is less than
that given by this diagrsm (at the appropriate values of Vg ~~L~AC~CL~)
then the technique whioh forms the basis of the first prediotion method
till result in a olimbing  angle at the 50 ft point in exoess of the
steady climb angle. Similarly, Fig.12, which is derived from equation
(a), shows the value of Y, which will ensure that the speed at the
50 ft point is not less than the take-off speed.

When it is inadmissible for the climb angle at the 50 ft point
to exoeed the steady climb an

i;'
e, or for the speed at that point to be

less than the take-off speed as predioted by Figs.11 and U), then
steady climb oonditions  must be assumed before the 50 ft point is
reached, and an alternative estimation method used.

10.



The lift coefficient increment used during the initial transition
phase  is Odhd3a by the pmoe.5~  almaay  aesOriba. Thikincrement
is used to &termi.ne  the factor V' from Fi
distance may be d0titea  from equation (5 k

.2, ana hence‘%&  transition

. The e-r inkoduoed  by
the use of a lift ooefficient increment which inoludes  the effect of an
increase in airspea  will be small, sinoe  we are ponoerned here mainly
with relatively low thrus"~weight ratios, and tlie  transition distance
is, in ~QY ease, only part of the total distance to 50 ft. To this
transition distance  is added the steady  climb distance 50/Y xhero  Y.
is the steady climb angle  at the t&e-off  spoea  (in radians 7: or the
longitudinal acceleration at take-off (in g-units).

Two examples will serve to illustrati  the applioation  of the
VKC+OUS  meth0as.

Example I.. (Fighter)

Take-off speea  = l&O knots (= 1.15 x engine-on staUing speed.)

Wing loading = 60 lb/sq.ft. Longitudinal acoeleration at
take-off = 0.3g.

CLmfix.  = 1.2 (engme  on, but not including ground
effect)

.
ACL'  = 0.21 (fYom equation 12), and ACL/CL, = 0.23

. . Minirmrm airborne  distance to 50 ft = 870 ft (fran  equation 13)

Using half the above lift  coefficient inorement (i.e. ACL* = 0.105)

NormaL airborne aistanoe  s 1230 ft.

From Fig.11,  the minimtw aacoleration,  Y,, required to ensure that
the climb angl.e at 50 ft is not greater  than the steady climb angle is
0.125  at the m&nun AC
Y. EeqUimd to ensure tii

or 0.095 at half the maximum. The value  of
at the speed aoes not fall below  the t&e-off

speed is 0.058 at the maximum ACL, or O.O!+O  at half -the maximum. The
a~ilable  Y. (0.3) is wail above these limits, so that & quoted
aishoes a0 not involve an exceptional teohnique.

Fkample 2. (Overloaded bomber)

Take-off speed = 180 knots (= 1.20 x engine-on stalling speed)

wing  loading  =

CLmax. =
AcL'  =

.

80 lb/sq.ft. Lcmgitudinel acoeleration at
take-off = 0.05g

1.05 (engine-on)

0.24  (from equation 12) ad ACL/GLo = 0.33
. .

. . Mrmxmml possible airborne distance to 50 ft (irrespective of
climb angle or speed at that point) = 930 ft.

Fig.ll shows that the available Y, (0.05) is insuffioient to
ensure that the steaw olimb angle has.not  been exceeded,  even at
half the stated value of ACL, and Fig.12 shows that the speed would
have fallen below the take-off speed, when using the Ml value of
ACL. The alkrnative-estimation  method is therefore used.

11.



The factor Y?' = 0.11 (from Fig.2)
.

. . Transition distanoe  = 220 ft (fran eqn.5)

Steady climb distance = 1000 ft
.

. . Total airborne  distance = 1220 ft.

Using half the above value of ACL',  i.e. 0.12, WB have

f = 0.21 (frm Fig.2)
.

. . Transition distsnoe  = 430 ft

and total airborne distance = 1430 ft.

a Choice of Method 4

The choice  be'cviaen the first and second methods, and betmeen the
use of the full  or half lift coefficient inorement depends on what
safety  fsotors  are to be applied in deciding on safe nuivay  lengths.
'I% alternatives  are apparent - either to oalctite  the absolute minimum
distanoe  and to apply a generous stiety  margin, or to calculate the
distanoe  which the average pilot might reasonably be expected  to achieve,
and to apply a redwed safety margin.

The absolute minimum distance is obtained by using the full lift
coefficient increment snd ignoring the speed  and angle of climb at the
50 ft point. At the other exkeme  we should use half the lift
coefficient inorement  sd pay striot attention to conditions at the
50 ft point. The difference in the txo estima'ks  of the distance
depends on the longitudinal aooaleration  at take-off, but is of the
order of 4 of the shorter distance, i.e. as a rough estimate, the
comfortable, safe distance may be taken as 159%  of the minimum
possible distatlce.

9 Choice of speed marEin at Take-off

Speed margins (Vg/Vs) of 1.15  and 1.20 have been used in the two
examples. The shortest airborne distances till be obtaingd  when the
speed margin is suoh as to make ACL' a maxkmnn (equation 12). Typioal
values of the optimum ratios are 1.3 when CL -. is 2.0, or 1.6 mhen
CL -, is LO. The ground xxn, hovewr,  increases roughly as the
square of the take-off speed, so that the shortest overall  distance,
from the start of the ground run to the 59 ft point, is obtained at
relatiwQ  small values  of this speed mgin. The margin must give
adequate proteotion  againstinadwrtentstalling,  and should allow
the application of the desired lift ooefficient  increment in safety.
For this reason, a speed margin of at.least  1.15 is recommended.

lo C ordusions

Analysis of a series of systematic take-off tests witi a Meteor IV
aimraft has shorm that to a good approximation the minimum airborne
path to 50 ft may be treated as an arc of a circle. With this assump-
tion it is a simple pmoess to derive  a meen equivalent lift ooeffioient
for this part of the take-off.

12.



It has been found that the total equivalent lift coefficient Used
during the airborne phase deoreases  vrith increase in the ratio of air-
speed to stalling speed, for a particular aircraft, in a simple manner
which is independent of the thrust/weight ratio.

Using the results of a similar analysis applied to three other
aircraft, an empirical rule has been developed, from which the mean
equivalent. lift coefficient increment, and hence the airborne distance
to 50 ft, can be estimated simply ana with reasonable socursey.  Allow-
anoe can be ma& for the effect of low thrust/weight ratios.

The airborne  distances thus obtained must be regarded as minimum
possible values. A factor of 1.5 may be required to allow for normal
take-off techniques.

1 1 Rrthar  Work

To enable this empirical method of estimation to be used with
greater confidence, it is desirable to compare estimated airborne
distances to 50 ft with measured values on as many aircraft as
possible.

No. Author

1 Ewans and
Hufton

2 Jackson

Title, etc.

Note on a methoa of calculating take-off
distances.
RAE B.A. Dept. Note No.20. August 19&O.

The reduction to standard conditions of
take-off measurements on a turbo-jet
airoraf  t.
R L. 11.283). June 1951.

Attached:

Tables I and II
I~-~:.N~~. 27612.~  to 27621.5

Printed  In  orent Efrrtarn.





TABLE I

Measured Take-off Data - Meteor IV EE.597

Take-Off
Neight
lb.

1

13,375
l3,Ogo
12,767
13,650
13,375
13,132
%,426
14,184
l&O64
UC,362
WY022
13,767
14,556
13,w
13,333
UC, 508
13,900
13,619
13,375
UC,508
14,103
13,642
13,294

gs;;
13Z456

$%J
131198
ue,o22
13,537
13,300

$%;
12:930
Q,fJ+CJ
$%,

/ ITakikn-offIT&-off
:X+OdX%-

,(g-units)
:see
note 2)

2 3 4 5
ll0 14,600 175.8 0.294

II II 176.2 0.300
,I 0 181.0 0.310

120 14,600 185.0 0.297
n 1, a.3 0.301
I, n 183.0 0.305

130 14,600 x)1.2 0.288
II 11 197.8 0.294
8, 11 197.2 0.296
I? &,600 1, 24.6.8 0.259

241.0 0.268
11 I, 252.8 0.264

150"
II

120 13,800 193.8 0.187
,1 I, 211.3 0,200
11 1, 196.3 ' 0.200
11 11 198.7 0.205

130 13,800 211.5 0.202
II 1, 215.6 0.207
,I II 220.9 0.206
Y 13,800 1u 231.3 0.189

241.8 0.185
0 n 240.0 0.194

A
D
t

i

[

n

irborne Airspeei
istmoe at 50 P
0 5 0 ft VA/JG
/& feet  ft/seo.A-S80 ( see
ate 3) note 4)

6 7

565.0 197.5
;i?; . 193.1 200.2
582.5 2Q4.7
585.0 208.6
507.0 197.8
590.0 215.6

',E
210.5
210.1

586.5 301.0
587.0 297.1

643.0 192.7
631.5 207.7--I---648.5 216.8
615.5 223.4
551.0 200.6
540.0 202.8
593.0 232.5

:;::  ;
217.8
219.3

549.0 236.9
576.5 uC9.2
5q.5 2%. 1
591.5 263.1
543.0 252.4
514.9 243.3

1020.7 185.2
199.0
200.3

666.4 187.1
174.8
180.0

Climb

0.205 j

0.182 1
0.188
0.182

I0.1450.171
0.171 I
0.185 1
0.186
0.196

0.2ti
0.209

--i
0.113
0.117
0.150  I
0.133
0.157
0.163

/Continued



Table I (coda.  )

Namjnal Take-off  Take-off' Airborne - Climb
Take-off 'p&+&f  ;?$ pi%';"  hc;l'-
Weight
lb. Spped.

F",""r"t v 2'

knots ft/saa. Y,(&"units)  s* feat e/WC. 50 ft.
( see ( see ( (=

nz 3) note4)
Y50

note 1) note 2) Cd?..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

a,508 130 13,000 225.2 0.112 687.5 237.5 0.163
22Itc.3 0.116 593.0 227.8 0.182
220.3 0.u.p GOY.0 232.9 0.a
22L4 0.122 573.5 225.4 0.201

Note  1 V&U = Measured ground speed from P.47 film + wind speed.

2 yo is derived from partial climb  tests, converted to test
atispherio  oonditions.

3 sa has been oorreoted to zero he&wind,

4 v&40- =Measunzdsirspeed  aLm&flightpatL(ind.udesvertioal
oomponent  and wind speed).

15.



TABLE II

Information &rivcd from take-off measurements
Meteor Iv EE597

1.039
1.010
0.935
0.959
0.947
0.943
0.858
0.872

0.8700.566
0.579
0.518
0.475
0.451
0.390
1.111
l-054
1.050
0.922
0.926
0.757
0.851
0.808
0.751
0.707
0.660
0.636
0.556
0.550
0.411

E:Ei
0.955
0.916
0.9%
0.872
G. 896
0.896
0.688
0.673
0.679
0.652
0.647
0.599
0.561
0.x2
0.527
0.521

Take-off
lift cocff:

Mean lift acL! Mean excess
cooff: _I normal acon.

CL0 increment CL0 g-units
ACL' (acoelerometer)

0.310 0.298 0.306
0.303 0.300 0.307 .
0.299 0.320 0.343
0.298 0.311
0.290 0.306
0.378 0.401
0.307
0.362 "0~~~

g's:
01381

01406
0.676 0.672
0.701 0.618

0.362 0.699 O.-/w
0.314 0.662 0.592
0.301 0.667 0.631
0.280 0.718 0.625
0.123 0.111 0.135
0.210 0. m 0.230
0. w 0.232 0.195
0.248 0.269 0.2.4.9
0.256 0.276 0.258
0.276 0.363 0.282
0.332 0.390 0.34
0.337 0.417 0.3A.7
0.295 0.393 0.387
0.296 0.Ll.8

0x53
0.403

0.299 0.463
0.348 0.547 0.547
0.309 0.557 0.688
0.3% 0.664 0.630
0.298 0.725
0.341 0.771
0.372 0.828 0.757
O.la!& 0.109
0.164 0.179
0.182 0.197 0.225
0.243 0.279
0.251 0.280
0.295 0.329
0.228 0.331 0.282
0.297 o.lklJ 0.389
0.274 0.403 0.348
0.300 0.459 0.361
0.388 0.599
0.3940.328

q.658
0.586 -

0.343 0.634
0.364
0.3Gl

0.690
0.692
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FIG. I.

A8 = GROUND RUN - -_
BC = AJRBORNE  PATH TO 50 FT.

BD = TRANSITION
DE = CLIMB DISTANCE

(FOR SMALL ANGLES)
AT B(THE  UNSTICK POINT)

TRUE HORIZONTAL SFEED  =  vj  /~b
TRUE HORIZONTRL  ACLE =&

THEN BE =#vj=  +  50

A (FOR “WESES~k$6  i?

I - - -

DISTANCE

CASE (A) STEADY CLIMB SYARYING BELOW SO FT.

AB= GROUND RUN
BC : AIRBORNE PATH TO 5OFT.

EF =  ERROR IN ASSUMING TRANSlTION
END5 AT 50FT.

N O T E -  R E Q U I R E D  D\STANCE  BE IS
NO LONGER EQUAL TO

TRANSlTlON
DISTANCE.. CLIMB ASSUMING

DISTANCE TRANSiTi0N

ENDS AT
50  FT

CASE @j STEADY CLIMB STARTING ABOVE SOFT.

FIG.  I. ALTERNATIVE FBRMS  Cl= fLICHT  PATH
TO 50 FEET.



VJZTAKE-OFF SPEED, FT/SEC
X6, = LONGITUDINAL ACCH AT

TAKE OFF, j-UNIT5
AC, = LIFT COEFFICIENT

O-60

0.70

0.00

5

FIG.2. EFFECT OF NORMAL ACCELERATION
ON TRANSITION DISTANCE.



FIG.3.
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STANDARD SEA LEVEL
NO WIND.

0.1 e3 0.4 ,

EQUIVALENT LIFT COEFFICIENT INCREMENT, h C;

5

FIG.3. AIRBORNE DISTANCES TO 50 FT.,
FOR CIRCULAR F L I G H T  PATH.



NOTATION
AA = DISTANCE FROM TAKE-OFF POINT TO 50 FT , FEET
‘6,3 : ACCELERATION AT TAKE-OFF, FT /SEC’

“i&=
TAKE - OFF 5PEED, FT. /SEC. (T. A. 5 )

x  1 4 , 6 0 0  R P M , MEAN ‘do  = 0.281

Q 13,000 RPM, MEAN ‘do  = 0.190
t  1 3 , 0 0 0  R P M , MEAN x0 : 0.113
MEAN TAKE-OFF WEIGHT = 13,060LB

06 0.4

600
,‘+  / / /

.

/ / .
/ .

/ .// , H
/

‘< 200 ct - -
c - +

eJ -- tt
/-- t

10~AKE-O;~  SPEED,&NOTS  (F~Ro”=  1)
+ + *

I I
I 7 ,40 I50 I60 170

0 2 0 0 4 0 0 600 BOO 1000 I200 I400 1600 I800

vs’/figa-, FEE-r.

FlG.4. EFFECT OF NORMAL AND. LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION
ON AIRBORNE DISTANCES TO SOFT.



I I I I
2.0 30

,,,=  LIFT  COEFFICIENT

FOR STEADY FLIGHT  AT V,



FIG.6  &7.

STEADY FLIGHT AT Vn
K,  = INCREMENT OF

LIFT COEFFICIENT
V,,,  =  RM5  EQUIVALENT

AIRSPEED AFTER1.C

FIG.6. LIFT COEFFICIENTS USED DURING
TAKE- OFF - DAKOTA.

22
(vm  /%)’(vm  /%)’

\

A
3

MEAN TAKE - OFF

WEIGHT =  76.00O~B.

-I-

FIG.7. LIFT  COEFFICIENTS USED DURING
TAKE - OFF - HERMES.



FIG.8&9.

. .

O-

F

5-

O -

S -

L
‘ I

LIFT COEFFICIENT
vm = RMs  EQUIVALENT

AIRSPEED AFTER 1 C
”

EUtaNC  nN

FIG. 8. LIFT  COEFFICIENT-S USED DURING
TAKE - OFF- NENE  - VIKING.

I.2

NOTE-C: IS THE LOWER VALUE

OF CL,,, AT WHICH AC:
BECOMES ZERO - SEE

FIGS. 5-0.
08

4 /-d---
HERMES

METEOR

0
IO I.2 I.4 I*6

CL I.8 2.0 2 2
MAX

FlG.9. ESTIMATION OF CL  FROM C,
MA%.



FIGlO.

1 1 0 01 1 0 0
CODECODE

0 14,600 RPM0 14,600 RPM
X 13,800 RPMX 13,800 RPM
D 1 3 , 0 0 0  wmD 13,000 RPM

EXIMATED AIRBORNE DISTANCE, FEET.EXIMATED AIRBORNE DISTANCE, FEET.

FIG. IO. APPLICATION OF PREDICTION
PROCESS TO METEOR IV.



0
4 0 6 0

I 1 I I I

r. I5 THE MINIMUM TAKE-OFF ACCELERATION REQUIRED  TO

:NSURE THAT THE CUM0lNG  ANGLE AT  THE 50FT  WINT
)OE§  N O T  ‘WCEED  THE STEADY CUMBlNG  ANGLE.
\T A LOWER VALUE OF k’ab.  THE STEADY CUM0  PHASE
v\AY BE STr  “““i’“”

) I20 I40
TAKE-OFF SPEED, V,  , KNOTS, E. A 5.

*vLo/
0 0
0.7

:8
0.4
0 ’ 3
02

0’1
0

0

f36.B~.  LO~66TUDDMAL  ACCELERATION -REQiJIRED  FOR THE STEADY
CLIMB  A N G L E  T O  B E  R E A C H E D  A T  S O F T .



ENSURE THfRE WILL
TAKE-OFF  SPEED  BEFORE  T H E  5 0 F T  P O I N T  I5 REACHED,
ASSUMING A CIRCULAR FLIGHT PATH TO 50 FT.

F IC.12. LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION REQUIRED FOR NO DROP IN
AIRSPEED BEFORE THE 50 FT. POINT.
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